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Beautiful Georgia is famous for its boundless hospitality, rich feasts, and beautiful music. The
atmosphere of the sunny Caucasus is embodied in the St. Petersburg restaurant “TBILISO”.

Georgian artists made the main decorations of elegant engravings, which include the views of
Tbilisi. Many details of the engravings in the restaurant can be found on the countertops,
candlesticks, lamps, and in the shape of horns all around. In the restaurant “Tbiliso”, one can
find private rooms for up to 18 people, which are designed like cozy Georgian cabins. There,
one can enjoy a great feast with family and friends. The rooms are also separated by
translucent draperies, which portray the scenes of paintings by Niko Pirosmani. These images
adorn the dishes also.

Tbiliso offers dishes that can be found in Georgia and other caucus countries. In addition to the
main menu, Tbiliso offers a variety of seasonal dishes, including traditional Georgian and
variations of Caucasian cuisines.

Caucasian cuisine cannot be served without barbecue. Shish kebabs are marinated in a special
secret recipe without vinegar, but with lots of different spices. For example, a shish kebab of
pork requires 13 species of Caucasian spices.

Immerse yourself in the enchanting atmosphere of Georgia in Tbiliso’s musical program. Every
Wednesday, the restaurant invites you to spend an evening to the sounds of acoustic guitar,
and on Thursdays for live saxophone music. Dance with professional dancers performing with
daggers, also provides a great time for everyone.

Business hours: Sunday through Thursday: Noon - midnight. Kitchen closed at 11 pm; Friday
and Saturday: Noon - 1 am. Kitchen closed at midnight
Average check:
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TBILISO

1100 RUB
Address:
Sytninskaya Str, 10 (ул Сытнинская 10). Metro Gorkovskaya
Other:
Kids menu, kids drawing tools
Cuisine:
Georgian
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